INTERDISCIPLINARY GRADUATE PROGRAMME
SOLVING GLOBAL CHALLENGES THE INTERDISCIPLINARY WAY

IGP DEVELOPMENT SERIES (IGP-DS)
WED | 10AM – 12NN | IGP SEMINAR ROOM

30 JAN
Presentation Skills
By Dr Andrew Goh
- Construct “opening” and “closing” points as “book-enders” for presentations
- How visuals aids reinforce verbal messages
- Utilisation of “Question & Answer” period

27 FEB
Career Preparation Workshop
By Mr Clement Ong
- Benefits of Networking including dos & don’ts
- Effectiveness of networking
- Networking principles and concepts
- Practical networking skills and tips

27 MAR
Applying EQ & Resilience to Raise Your Game
By Dr Granville D’Souza
- How EQ benefits your work and personal lives
- 5 building blocks of resilience and its applications
- Application of model that encapsulates EQ and some of its practices

24 APR
Emerging Challenges in Intellectual Property (IP)
By Mr Ng Chong Yuan
- IP-related challenges and risks faced
- Open-Source Software (OSS) and Artificial Intelligence (AI)
- Knowledge on avoiding IP traps while in the field